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PRODUCTION CROSS-SECTIONS FOR n•-AND n··MESONS 
BY 340 MEV PROTONS ON CARBON Aim LEAD AT 90° TO THE BEAM* 

C. Richman, M. Weis~blutb•, and H. A. Wilcox•+ 

Radiation Laboratory, Department of Physics 
University of California, Berkeley, California 

September 20, 1951 

ABSTRACT 
•· 

Carbon and lead targets ~ere .bombarded by 340 Mev· protons pro

duced by the Berkeley 184-inch synchro-cyclotron. The spe_ctrum _of 

~ + oand (l--mesons produced at 90~ + 120 to the beam was measured 'by 

the use of nuclear emulsions embedded in abs~rbers. The total cross

section for the produ~tion of -rr• -mesons from carbon at this angle is 

(2.3 +0.5) • 1~2~ cm2ster·l, and the ·1r• to n- ratio is 5.1 i 0~8. 

For lead the cross-section for n•-mesons at this angle.is (7: 2.1) 

• 15-28 .cm2ster·l·e.nd ~he n~· to n-ratio is 1.5 :o.4. 
. . ~ ,. . 

I. Introduction· 

The artificial production of mesons was first achieved by E. 

Gardner and C. M. G. Latte·s in 1948.1 In their experiments they_ uaed 

the 380 Mev internal,a-particle beam produced by the Berkeley il~-inoh . . . ~ 

' 
synchro-cyclotron. The experiment was carried otit by bombarding a 

target on a pro~e inside the cyclotron. The charged mesons" prOduced 

by the beam were·bent away from the beam by the cyclotron magnet and 
. . 

were detected in suitably placed nuclear emulsions. 

·- . 
• Some of the results of this experiment were given at the Physical 
Society meeting at Stanford University in December, 1949, and Phys. Rev. 
1§, 496 (1950). . . 

. + Now at Stanford University, St~ford, California. 
++ Now _at the Naval. Ordnance Test Sta.tion, China Lake, California. 

1 E. Gardner and C. M. G. Lattes, Science 1£2, 270 (1948). 
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When the 184-inch cyclotron was converted so that protons could 

' .be accelerated ·to 340 Mev, and ·when subsequently these protons were 

deflected out of the cyclotr~ tank, the experimental possibilities 

for studying production of mesons were greatly improved. First, all 

the energy was concentrated in a single nuqleon so that meson produc

tion cross-sections cou1d be expected to be much greater. Second, it 

was of great help in these exPeriments to have the beam out of the 
-

vacuum tank and free of the cyclotron magnetic field even though one· 

lost a factor of about a thousand in intensity in bringing the beam 

out. 
.. . 

The problem of the production of charged n-mesons ·from a light and 

a heavy nucleus by protons was undertaken~ For the light nucleus car

bon was chose~, and for the heavy nucleus lead was chosen. Th~ method 

of detection was by means of nuclear emulsions which.had been found to . . . 

to ·very good for identifying mesons. 

II. Experimental Method 

. The deflected proton· beam from the cyclotron passes through a slit 

.just outside of the cyclotron tank and then throUgh a stee~ing magnet. 
. -

The beam then goes through a long evacuated pipe which pas.ses through 

· the mairi concrete shielding around the cyclotron. While p~s~ing thr~h 

this Shielding the beain is collimated. once more. It then '~erges into 

a concrete shielded space known as the "cave" where the ex~riment is : . . ' ... . 

set up. The energy of the beam is 340 t 5 Mev • For this feiperiment 

the beam was collimated to a cr_oss-section at ·the target jof iabotrt 1-1/4 

x 1-1/4 square inches. The current was apprOXiima.tely 4 ;._,.' ~o-ll ~peres. 

·< 
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The arrangement of the apparatus in the cave is shown schematl

cally in Fig. 1. The beam enters the cave through the exit window of 

the evacuated pipe. It then passes through the target under invest!-· 

gation. The targets used were graphite and lead rectangular foils J . . 

in. x 5 in. and of various thicknesses. The beam continues in air and 

is £1nSlly- ~~ght· in. a Faraday cup of .sufficient area and thickness to 

catch and stop all the protons~* The charge collected by the Faraday 

cup was accumulated on a condenser whose voltage was measured at. -con

venient intervals. In this way the number of protons bomb~ing the 
t 

target is known to !5 percent and one can calculate the abs~l_ute ·cross-

secticms. One of the advantages of having the beam out of the tank ·1s 

the ease with which the beam current can be integrated. 

·When a nucleus like carbon or lead is bombarded by J,4o M~v 'protons, 

o~e ·obtains at any angle to the beam a spectrum of n•·and1 n--m-e·sons. Tf 
study such a spectrm the following scheme was useds Tbe(inesone ·emitted 

by the target are slowed down by absorbers which are plac·~~ at a given 

angl_e to the beam. Nuclear emulsions are embedded in thef)flbsorbers .• 

:The mesons are observed and identified in these emulsionM_l;t thf; ends 
" 

of their tracks. Consequently the position of a meson 1~/~be~ emul~ion 

reveals its energy, since it had to traverse a certain tJilic~e·ss of ab

sorber matbriail. to reach the particular point in the emulsi~. · ·,-Uriher- · 
~ ' . . ' . : ·,~. . . 

more a count of the number of mesons stopped in a certaib volume of e-
. .~ . • ! . . 

m~.slon can. be d~ectiy correlated_ t~ t~~- .nUmb~r or. me~J5- of ·13.. certain 

energy interval emitted,into a cert~in solid angle.byitJhe %,arget. 
• . . -~ ·~. ! . ' 

Fig. 1 shows the absorber blocks with the embed4ed nuclear. ple.tes 

* The Faraday cup and associated circuits were kindlt mad$£ available by 
Mr. V. Z. Peterson. 
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that.make up the detectors. In this experiment the absorbers were 

located at 90° to the beam. The absorber blocks 'Were 3 in. x 3.5 in. 

x 0.982 in. with a 15~ cut to hold the plates. A piece of black mask-· . 

ing tape around the out kept the plates from being light struck.' . The 

absorber block nearest'the target was at a distance of 7.15 om. from 

the center of the target. It was made of aluminum and stopped mesons 

of energies from 0 to 37 Mev. The next absorber block which was placed 

immediately behind the first was made out of copper and was capable or 
stopping mesons from 37 to 85 Mev. The third absorber was also made of 

copper and. covered the range between 85 and 125 .ldev. The absorbers 

were large enough . so that the scanned portions of the photographic plate8 

were effectively surrounded by an infinite sea of absorber medium. Thus 

except near the extreme edges there was no significant loss of particles 

from the absorber due to multiple scattering. 

The photographio plates us.ed were Ilford. Nuclear Research plates~ 
-

t;ype C-3, with an emulsion thiolmess of 100 microns. These plates are 
' . . + 

sufficiently sensitive to render visible the entire track of a ~ -meson 
. if:;J:;.f, . . . ' 

· or1~"~at1ng from the decay of a n•-meson in the emulsionJ the plate.s are 
·-tr· ' 

not so sensitive, however, as to obliterate the characteristic increase . . . . .... 

in ionization when a meson approaches the end of its range. Fast elee• ,;:_':.' 

trons are not observed in this type of emulsion. 

In principl~, it would be desirable to expose the photographic 

plates for a sufficientl.J long time to glve a high density of mesons 

and make the counting veey rapid. This, however, cannot be done ~ 

practice. The cross-section for the scattering of protens by the target 
I 

nuclei is of the order of a tho~a.nd times larger than the meson•pro-:-

duction cross-section. Consenuently the· duration of the exposure 

~ ...• 
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necessary. to produce a plate such that a meson can be reliably recog· 

nized amidst other tracks is entirely controlled by the background 

radiation. 

The backgr~d consists, .first, of all charged particles which 

come d.1rectly from the target and second, from the ambient flux of 

radiation in the cave which arises from collimating and . stopping the 

proton beam.· The backgrw.nd froiD the target is unavoidable 1n the 
. . 

present arrangement. · The backgroynd due to the ambient radiation is 

reduced by lead shielding (not shown in Fig. ·1) plac~d around the. ab

sorbers which hold the photographic ~ta-tes. These two sources ~f back· 
.. . •!' .-

ground lead to a qu!litative difference in the appearance of.a plate 

whic·~ records low energy mesons from one whi~h records high energy 

mesons. At 900 to the beem, the low energy plates show background 

tracks with a preferred orientation, namely pointing to the target. On 

. ~he other hand, the plates exposed 1n a position to record the h~gh 

~nergy mesons show background tracks oriented in .all directions; which . 

indicates .that here the charged particles do not. come directly from the 

target• ·These charged particles ·are produced ey the amb~ent neutron · 
0 

The experiuieiltal arrangement that we have described works well for 

stUdies of meson production at angles of 900 and larger with respect to 

the direction of the beam. As one goes from 900 forward, that is, toward 

the direction or the beam, however., one finds that the background of 

scattered p8rt1cles increases very rapidlyJ this makes the scanning of 

the plates difficult except for very ligh~- exposures. For studying the 

. production of mesons e.t the smaller angles it is best to use some method 
.. 

ot reducing the direct background from the target such as bending the 



mesons away .from the beam in 'a Channel which is placed inside of a 

magnetic field.2 / 

III. Classification of Meecmp .-

The well-known characteristics of mesons in emulsions enable,one 

to find the mesons and very often to sa:y what kind of mesons they are • . 
The facts are as follows: A positive w-meeon which comes to the end of 

., 

its range decays into a positive ~-meson and another light neutral parti· 

c~ 'Whi.ch is presumably a neutrino.) On the other band, negative w-
. .:.,j-:l:~· 

·' 

mesons whleh come to.rest in the emulsion generally produce nuclear ste.r~.4 

It has ·been found from studiee5 .on the prong distribution of stars from 

~~tically sorted mesons that 73 t 2 percent of. the negative u 1s pro

duce a nuclear star of One or more observable prongs in emulsions of the 

type used here. The remaining "Z'/ ·percent of the n- mesons end in the 

·emulsion without in~:tiating an observable nuclear star; in these cases, . . 

pres\lUlably, neutrons or photons are emitted. Thus it is seen that posi• 
. . ' 

tive and negative n-mesons have characteristics which render them dis· 

tinguiehable when appearing together in an $mulsion. 

2 W. F. cfif.twright, C. Richman, M. N. Whitehead, and H. ~. WilcOx, 
Pbys. Rev. 2§, 823 (1950) ~ 

3 C. I. G. Lattes,:R. Muirhead, G. P. S. Ocohialini and C. F. Powell, 
Nature lli, .694 (1947) ·• 

. . 

C. M.G. Lattes, G. P.·S. Occhia11n1 and C. F. PoweU, Nature!9Q, 453, 
486, (1947). ' 

J. Burfening, E. Gardner, and c. M. G. Le.ttes, Pbys. Rev. 75, 382 (1949). 1 · 

4 D. H. P~rkins, Nature ill, 126 (1947). 

C. 11. G. Lattes, G. P. s. Occhial1n1., and C. F. Powell;~' Nat~~ 160, 453, · 
486 (1947). J 

5 F. L •. Adelman and S. B. Jones, Phys. Rev. 75, ~()8 (A) (1949). 
\_: \ 

~. 
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We now consider ·a more detaUed classification based on the ac'tue.l 

appearance of mesons in the emulsiona 

1. A meecm ends in a star ot two or more prengs or of a single heavy 

prong. This is identified as a tt•-meson. No stars have been observed 

from tt+ .• w ·f.L••mesons~ · It .has been shown6 that 8~7 't 1.7 of the f.L-

meeC?Ds stopped ·1n emulsions form s~ars. This gives a negligible cor• 

rection in our experiment. 

2. A meson ends with the emission of another meson. The seconda17 

meson is identified as such by virtue of the characteristic small angle 

scattering and the rapid increase in grain density near the end of its 

track. Furthermore, the track is about 600 microns long which is the 

range in. emulsion of a lo'-rneson originating ·from a etationaey n-JJ. decay. 
. . . . . 

This'~ isdh~n a n•J.l decq. A n-Il decay is counted as a 11 -meson. . . 

). Mesons appear in the emulsion and stop with no observable sub-

sequent ev~nt. Such a meson, des~ated as a .,.o-meson may· be one of the 

'\:following types& a) It may be a 1-L+ -meson originating from a u•-meson 

which has come to rest in the glass or absorber surrounding the emulsion. 

Such mesons need not be counted. b) It may be a negative n-meson which 
. . . 

does not initiate. a star with observable· prongs. This occurs, as men• s· 

tioned above, for 71 perc~nt of the stopped n•mesons.- ~uch mesons ar8'' 

taken into account by the correction applied to the number of definitely 

identified negative n-mescms~ c) The._p~meson. may be a positive or n~g~-· 

tive f.L from a positive or· negative " which decayed in flight. An over-
. H . • 

·all correction for decQ7 in flight is applied and wila be discussed in 

. See. IV. 

6 E. P. George and J. Evans, Proceedings of the Phys. Soc.~~ 193·(1951) 

~~ .... l'O- .... 
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4. A meson stops in the emulsion with the emission of a particle 

which makes a thin . light~ ionizing track. The secondary track leaves 

~he emulsion in a distsnce too short to make it possible to identify th~ 

particle which produced it. It is clear that this is either a u-~ decay 
. . I 

or· it ·is e. w·-meson whiCh produced a one prong lightly ionizing star. To 

. decide on· the classification of th~ee mesons# we 'go back to some data·

which .has been obtained ey· F. -L. Adelman end S. B. Jones with ma~eti

call1" sorted ·w-me.sons. They have found that out of 65 one prong ste.rs 

produced by n·• s, 14 bad fast prongs and were confusable w,ith tr-IJ. endings. 

However, out of these 14. cases, 12 bad short heavy recoils which we call 

if clubs". It is known that n.P.' s do not exhibit such clubs. Only 2 out 

of the 65 n· mesons did not exhibit such clubs .and would then be contue-

able with n"il events. So by: examinin~ these cases for "clubs" we will 

make less than a l ~rcent error in the total number of n·-mesons and it 
·-

turns out even lest:; of an error in the total number of n• -mesons. 

IV. · Calculation of the Cross-section 

Let. a _total of n protons be incident on a target having m nuclei 

per cm2. L~t ·the cross-section for the pl."oduetion of mesons per unit 

solid angle ·at' 'the angle 9 to the beam and per unit energy interval at 

the energy E be denoted by dcr/d.OdE. The mesons are observed by scanning 

e. certain volume of· emulsion embedded in the absorber. Let a given volume 

element be at. a distance R from the target .. and ~ at such a depth in the 

absorber to stop mesons around the energy ~. ·It is ·e~sy to show that if. 

· one observes N mesons per unit volume of emulsion then 

.J1sl:.. . 
dEdn· (1) 
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where (clE/dX)~ti\: is the energy loss per unit distance of mesons of energy 

E 1n emulsion. 

The emulsions were scanned with a Spencer binocular microscope using 

a magnif'ication of about 600X. ·The microscopes were -equipped with a 

special stage d~signed and ·built by Mr. W~ M. Brower of the Fhysics Depart

ment machine shop which enable an observer to reset the scope within about 

two microns. 

Since ·photographic emulsions do not preserve their . thicknesses upon 

development it was necessarJ to devise a technique to determine the thick

·nesses Ficrr to dev.elopment. This was done in the following way: The nu-
. ' 

clear plates to be ,used in the meson experiment were exposed to a very 

weak beam ·of 380 Mev a.-.particles which entered. the plates at an accurately 

known angle o£ about 200 to the emulsion surface. The ex-particle tracks . 

are then found after the plates have been used in the experiment ahd.de• . ' . ' . . 

veicped. By measuring the. projected length, L, of such a track in the· 

plane of the emulslon1be original thickness was easily calculated. In 

this way emuisiOn thiclmesses can be measured to an accuracy of about J 

percent. 

There are two corrections. which need to "be made to the cross-section · 

as. calculated by Equation (1) s First, mesons produced in the target will 

decq during the t~e it takes them to go from the· target to the end of 

+ ' their ranges in the emulsion. The mean lif'e of the 11' -meson is 2.54 ~· 

0.12 • 1o·8 sec.7 The mean life of the 11'·-meson is 2.92 t 0.32 .:.~o=.:~, ·•.' 
sec. 8 The proper time which has elapsed from the time the meson is ere• 

ated until it comes to rest is given by f< /l-JJ'2 dx/jc) where_.-8 is the 

7 o. Chamberlain, 
~. 394 (1950). 
s----L. 1. Lederman, 
685 (1951). 

R. Mozeley, J. Steinberg~r, and c.: Wiegand, Phys·. Rev. 

.. --· 
E. T. Booth, H. Byfield, and J. Kessler, Phys. Rev. §.l,. 
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velocity of the meson divided ·by o; the velocity of light, dx is the ele

ment of path length and the integration is carried out over the entire path 
. . •' ·~ 

of the meson. This correction is never more than 4 _percent of the number . \ 
of observed mesons. Second, the method of detection used in this experi- · 

ment, namely, slowing the mesons down until they stop in the emulsion in

troduces an appreciable error in the cross-section due to nuclear absorp-

tion in the stopping material. To show the effect of this correction the 

absorption <:Doss-section has been taken to be equal to the geometrical 

cross•section of the nucleus independent of the meson energy. The corrected 

spectra are given _by the.dashed curves. The_effect of the nuclear scatter

ing of the mesons would be to shift the whole spectrum to slightly lower 

energies. No corrections have been made for this effect. 
~ 

RESULTS .ANQ CONCLUSIONS 

The differential ~ross~section in cm2 per Mev per steradian per. 

nucleus for the prOduction of n•-an~ n·-mesons from carbon ~ 90° t 120 

is shown in Fig. ·2. The probable errors shown on the graph are the pure· 
' .• 

ly statistical errors. These are. valid for the relative values ot. the 
' .. · 

cross-sections. The whole curve is subject to an added uncertainly of 
. -

about !; i5 per~ent. in the absolute values of the cross-sections. The . 

dashed curves are the experimental curves co~~cted:ror the·absorption 

of mesons assuming that the cross•section for abs~rpiion is equal to the 

nuclear area independent of meson energy. 

· The integral over energy of the n + spectrum (including the absorp

tion correction) is (2.3 ! 0.5) • lo-28 cm2ster·l. The integral over 

energy of then"' spectrum is (4.5! 1.3) 

<:;· 



an average ratio:.. of 'l'i+- to ir"'•mesons at this angle of. 5.1 ± 0.8. 

The unoertainty·in this ratio is the statistical error. 

Fig. J shows the equivalent curves for lead. The integral aver 

energy of the n+ speotrum for this nuoleus is (7 ~ 2.1) • 10-28 cm2ster·l, 

·.and ~he integral 
1
aver energy of the u· spectrum is (4.7 ± 1.9) • 1o·28 

om2ster•l• An average positive to negative ratio of 1.5 t 0.4 'is then 

obtained. 

The decrease in the average n• to n- ratio as one goes from carbon to 

lead is _to be expeoted since the ~atio of neutrons ~o protons is ~ch 

great~r for lead . than for carbon. It is interest.ing to look at .the w• 
e,t •• 

~·to.'n"' ratio as a function of the energy of the mesons. For carbon the 

total numb;~ 'of n"'- mesons found is low and so it is not clear what is 
_ .. ' . 

1 I 

the behaviour or this ratio except that there is some.indication that it 
'': .. 

increases as a function of the .energy. I~ the ·case of lead this -behaviobr 4 

~eeomes clearer .• -rig. 4 shows a plot of the ratio of n--to n•-mesons 
t ' . . 

from lead as a function of meson energy, and here ·one sees a .definite . . ' 

I 

decrease in this ratio at the higher energies. It has been pointed out 
• 1111" • • ' • 

~ ~ "' . ~-.. . 

by Chew. and Steinberger~ ,:1:tb8.t when n•~esons are produced in the collision:: .. ,. 
. , 

of protons with complex nuclei, n•-meson's woul~, ~.favored aver' n"'-mesons 
.... , .. , ''!.··· •• "' 

' •\; .... ~ 
because of the Paul~ exclusion principle .• ·.~,~The OPp~site wt>uld be true 'if 

. the bombarding particle were a neutron. -~th~ore for a given proton 
. . ·. . . ~. 

energv the n• ton~ ratio should increase-witb~meson energy. The data· 
c 

from carbon and lead supports this conclusion·. They also conclude that ... 

' 9 G. F. Chew and J. L. Steinberger, Pbys. Rev. 2§, 497 (1950). 
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for a given meson e~ergy,· the n• to"- ratio should decreas~ as the pro

ton energy is increased. Recently Block1 Passman, and HavenslO_bave 

studied the production of n• -and n·-mesona from carbon by 381 Mev protons 

at 90° to the beam• They find contrary to the above ideas that the aver

age·n+ tow· ratio has increased to 11 !',-3. This increase has come about 

in the following waya the n+ ~production cross-section has increased by 

about a factor of 2, but the "- production cross-section has not changed 

- very much. This -seems to indicate that the elementary processes .of the 

production of- a n+-and a n·-meson are perhaps of different Character. 

· Henley .. and. Huddlestonell have tr~ated the production of n+ -mesons ~ 

protons on carbon from a phenomenological point of view. _ They have as• 
. ' . . ' ' 

sumed that the mesons are produced iri nucleon-nucleon eoilisions, and have 

used tb~ measured cross-sections of the production of n•-mesons in proton

proto~ collisions without the contribution from deuteron formation.2, 12• 

The resulting spectrum of mesons at 900 _to the beam depends rather criti

cally on the momentum distribution that one takes for the nucleons. The 

theoretical problem has also been considered by Passman, Block, and Ravensl3 

from a similar point of view. They have used a Fermi degenerate gas model 

for·the target nucleons, and have assumed that the final state nuc~~on

nucleon interaction is such that the n•-meson always-comes off with the 

maximum available kinetic energy. The agreement with the n+ experimental 

. data at J4J Mev and at 381 Mev turns out quite satisfactorily • 

10 ' . -
M. M._ Block, S. Passman, and w. Vi. Bavens Jr., Phys. Rev • .§l, 167 (1951). 

11 E. M. Henley and R. H. Huddlestone, Phys. Rev • .§6. 7'4 (1951). 

12 M. N. ·whitehead and 0. Richman, Phys. Rev. §l, 85.5 (1951). 

13 S. Passman, M. M. Block, and W. W. Havens Jr. Pbys. Rev.·.§i, 167 (19Sl). 

~·. 
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Figure Ctptiops 

Fig. 1 Schematic drawing of the arrangement of ·the apparatus in the 

"cave". 

Fig;. 2 ~ifferential ~ross-sections for the .production of n.+•and n·

mesons by 340 Mev protons on carbon •. Angle of observation • 

900 t 12° to the beam direction. The dashed curVes are the ex-

perimental curv~s corrected for nuclear absorption of the mesons. 

Fig~ 3 Differential-:iCross-seotions for the producti.on of n+·and v·

mesons by 340 Mev protons on lead. Angle ot: ·observation • 
. ' . -~ 

90° :!: 12° to the beam direction~ The dashed curves ,ar~ · th~ ex-
\·· . . ;.. :-~. '· ':- . . ,: ·: -· . 

perimental curves corrected for nuclear absorption of the mesons. 

Fig. 4 The ratio of n··to n+·mesons from lead.at 900 ! 120 to the beam 

as .a function of meson energy. 

. . 
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